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A Lie triple system is a subspace of a Lie algebra closed under the ternary

composition [[xy]z]; equivalently, it may be defined as the subspace of ele-

ments mapped into their negatives by an automorphism of order two (an

involution) in a Lie algebra; or, finally, a Lie triple system may be defined by

a set of identities.

Lie triple systems were first noted by E. Cartan in his studies on totally

geodesic submanifolds of Lie groups and on symmetric spaces [l] (see also

[lO]): Lie triple systems are related to totally geodesic submanifolds in the

same way that Lie algebras are related to analytic subgroups, and the sym-

metry in a symmetric space gives rise to the involution in the Lie algebra.

Lie triple systems were studied from the algebraic point of view by Jacob-

son [6; 7] and Lister [9], the latter giving a complete structure theory includ-

ing the classification of the simple finite-dimensional systems (in character-

istic zero), the Levi decomposition, and (a special case of) the first Whitehead

lemma. Simpler axioms were given by Yamaguti [14], who has also studied

these and more general systems [15; 16].

In this paper we introduce cohomology groups for Lie triple systems and

show that the usual interpretations (in terms of derivations and factor sets)

hold for the first and second cohomology groups. In particular we obtain the

two Whitehead lemmas (in characteristic zero). Further, these cohomology

groups fit into the theory of [2 ] : they are the cohomology groups of a sup-

plemented associative algebra (very closely related to the universal associa-

tive algebra of the Lie triple system).

The groups may briefly be described as follows: if T is any Lie triple

system and M a T-module we can construct the universal Lie algebra LU(T)

of T and the "standard extension" M, which is an LU(T) module; an involu-

tion a operates on both LU(T) and Ms such that the elements mapped into

their negatives are T and M respectively, and cr([/, «])= [cr(/), o(n)] for

IELU(T), nEM.. Now (in a more general situation) if L is any Lie algebra

with involution o and N any L-module also with involution 0, then <r also

operates on the cohomology groups Hn(L, N) = Extu($, N) (i> the base field,

U the universal associative algebra of L) ; we assume further that the char-

acteristic is not 2, so that Hn(L, N) is a direct sum of two subspaces invariant

under cr: say H"+(L, N), H1(L, N). We show that H\(L, A0 = Extx($, AO
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where K is the algebra U+ Ua (with multiplication rules vl = o(l)a for IGL,

cr2=l), a operates as the identity on <£, and there exists a supplementation

of K onto $. Coming back to T and the T-moduIe M, we define the Mth co-

homology group of T with coefficients in M, H*(T, M), as H\(LU(T), M,)

= Extx(í>, M,). The M-cochains we are considering are thus the multilinear

alternating functions f oí n variables from LU(T) to M, satisfying

/(cr(xi), • • • , o-(xn))=o-f(xi, • • • , x„). In particular, we may take the trivial

T-module M=$: then M,=$ also but with o acting as —1, and the cochains

satisfy/(cr(xi), • • • , o(xn)) = -/(*i, • • • , *»).

A similar construction of cohomology groups for associative algebras with

an anti-automorphism of period two was given in [12]. The analogue for two-

sided modules with involution of the cross-product algebra U+ Ua is used in

[5], and the theory of extensions of algebras with a group of operators is

given in [13 ].

1. Basic definitions. In this section we recall the basic definitions of Lie

triple systems and their enveloping Lie and associative algebras [7; 9] and,

following the general idea of [4], define modules for Lie triple systems. All

algebras, modules, etc. will be assumed to be vector spaces over a field 4? of

characteristic different from two ; all mappings will be assumed linear over $>.

A Lie triple system T is a vector space over $ with a ternary composition

[abc] which is trilinear and satisfies

(1.1) [aab] = 0,

(1.2) [abc] + [bca] + [cab] = 0,

(1.3) [aôfryz]] = [[aôa;]yz] + [a;[fl&y]z] + [xy[a£>z]].

Equation (1.3) says that the map x—*[abx] is a Lie triple system deriva-

tion.

We will not actually use these identities but use only the fact that they

exist.

If L is a Lie algebra, with product [ab], then the ternary composition

[a£>c]= [[a&]c] satisfies the above identities. Conversely, it is shown in [14]

or [7 ] that any Lie triple system T may be considered as a subspace of a Lie

algebra L in such a way that [abc] = [[fl&]c]. The construction is as follows:

let L be the vector space direct sum T@ (T® T)~, where (T® T)~~ is the factor

space of (T®T)~ (plain ® denoting tensor product over <£) modulo the sub-

space of all ^ai®bi such that ^[aibix] = 0 for all x in T. The product [xy]

in L is defined by:
[a6] = (a <g> b)-(a, binT),

[(ZMJ)e] - EM4
( ' ; KLhftJ)] = - EkM,

[(EM.])(EM.])1 = EIMtfiR] - [kMd*],
for a, b, c, dGT.
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L is then a Lie algebra, called the standard enveloping Lie algebra of T,

and denoted by L,(T) or merely L,. It is clear that the natural map of T

into L,(T) is 1-1 and L,(T) = T® [T, T] as vector space.

One can also construct a universal enveloping Lie algebra LU(T), with the

property that any homomorphism of T into a Lie algebra extends to a homo-

morphism of LU(T), and a universal associative algebra (always with identity)

U(T) with the same property relative to homomorphisms of T into associa-

tive algebras. U(T) is then also the universal associative algebra of LU(T),

the natural maps of T into U(T) and LU(T) are 1-1, and LU(T) = T® [T, T],

From the above remarks we see that a Lie triple system may also be de-

fined as a subspace of a Lie algebra closed under [[a&]c]. Most useful for us,

however, is the following definition : There exists an automorphism a of period

2 (i.e., cr2 = identity map) in a Lie algebra L such that T= {lEL\o(l) = —/}.

In LU(T) = T®[T, T] the automorphism is: a(t)=—t, o([tit2]) = [ht2] for

/, /,• in T. a will be called the involution.

A vector space M is called a module for the Lie triple system T if the vector

space direct sum E= T®M is itself a Lie triple system in such a way that:

(1) T is a subsystem, (2) [abc] lies in M if any one of a, b, c is in M, (3) [abc]

= 0 if any two of a, b, c are in M. Equivalently, a module If is a vector space

together with a map of M® T® T into M satisfying the identities (1.1)—(1.3)

(and condition (3) above). E= T®M will be called the semi-direct sum, or

split null extension, or inessential extension, of T by M.

We may also describe a Lie triple system module M in terms of a Lie

algebra module and an involution. For this purpose we define the standard

extension M, = N.(M), which will be a Lie algebra module over LU(T): let

N = N,iM) be the vector space direct sum M®(M®T)~ where (M®T)~ is

the quotient space M®T modulo the subspace { X)m,®£j| ^[mi, í¿, t] = 0

for all tE'T}. The rules giving the structure of N,(M) and LU(T) module are

the obvious analogues of (1.4) ; to show these rules are well defined we proceed

as follows: first form the semi-direct sum E=T@M and its standard Lie

algebra (see [7]) Ls(E)=E®iE®E)~. The natural injection of M®T into

E®E gives an injection of iM®T)~ into iE®E)~ (the conditions that

22(w*i®/<)_ be zero in (M®T)~ or (E®E)~ are the same, namely 22[w,-, /,-, /]

= 0 in M for all tET, since ]^[fw,-, ti, m] =0 automatically for mEM). Thus

Ne(M) may be considered as a subspace of L,(E) and is in fact an ideal in

L,(E). Since L,(E) is a Lie algebra containing the Lie triple system T, the

identity map T-^TQL,(E) may be extended to a homomorphism of LU(T)

into L,(E) : N,(M) being an ideal in L,(E), then becomes also an LU(T) mod-

ule.

Now define the involution cr in L,(E) by o(x) = — x for xEE, <r(x)=xior

xE [E, E]. Then a maps N,(M) into itself and a(m) = — m, o([t, m]) = [t, m]

for mEM, tET. It is then clear that a ([I, n])=[o(l), a in)] for lELuiT),

nEN.iT) and that M={nEN.(T)\o(n) =-n).
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The module N,(T) of LU(T) may also be considered as a module over U(T),

which we will write as a left module by: x-n= [x, n] = — [n, x] for xGLu(T)

C.U(T). The automorphism o of LU(T) induces an automorphism, also de-

noted by a, of period 2 in U(T), and

(1.5) o-(wm) = <r(u)-<x(n),      for m G U(T),n G N.(T).

In general, if TV is a left module for an associative algebra U, or a Lie

algebra L, and there exists a 1-1 map a of N onto itself, and an involution,

also denoted by o, in U, or in L, satisfying (1.5), N is called a module with

involution. Equivalently, a left [/-module with involution is a left module

over an algebra K constructed as follows: as vector space K=U®U, and the

multiplication is

(ff 8 b)(c ® d) = (ac + ba(d)) © (afl" + bc(c)).

We shall write a+bo for a®b, so that the multiplication rules in K are:

oa = aa(a), a2 — 1 ; we shall write U+ Ucr for K. For nGN, we shall write a-n

for a(n) : thus if A7 is a left ¿7-module with involution, this rule makes N a

left if-module, while if iV is a left X-module it is also a left [/-module with

the involution a.

If T is a Lie triple system, M a module for T, then in general there are

many Lie algebra modules with involution N for LU(T) such that N=M

@[T, M] (vector space direct sum) and M = {nGN\o(n) = — n}. Among

these the standard extension N.(M) may be characterized by the fact that

the identity map M-^M extends to a homomorphism of N onto N,(M) (for

the map mí+^[/¡, mi,]—»mi + ~^(ti®m,)~ of N into N,(M) is well defined,

and clearly a homomorphism onto).

In the same way the standard extension LS(T) and the universal extension

LU(T) may be characterized among all enveloping Lie algebras L of T that

satisfy L= T@ [T, T]: There is a (unique) homomorphism of L„(T) onto L

and one of L onto L,(T) which are the identity on T. In particular there is a

(unique) homomorphism of LU(T) on L,(T) which is the identity on T: its

kernel is the intersection of the center of LU(T) with [T, T]. Thus if LU(T)

has no center, then LU(T) is isomorphic to L,(T).

These constructions have the following functorial properties:

1. If M, M' are modules for the Lie triple system T, and <p is a module

homomorphism of M into M', then <f> induces a homomorphism <b, of the

LU(T) module M, = N,(M) into M',. If <f> is 1-1 or onto, then 4>, is 1-1 or onto,

respectively.

2. If T, T' are Lie triple systems and <b a homomorphism of T into T',

then (j) induces a homomorphism <bu of LU(T) into LU(T'), which is onto if <p is

onto. Further, if <b is onto, it induces a homomorphism <b, of L,(T) onto L,(T').

The above homomorphisms all commute with the involution a.

2. Cohomology of Lie algebras with involution. In this section we consider
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Lie algebras L with involution er, and ¿-modules N with involution, and study

the effect of er on the cohomology groups of L with coefficients in N. In the

next section we will apply these results to L = LU(T), Ta Lie triple system,

and N=M, = N,(M), Ma T-module.
The cohomology groups Hn(L, N) of L with coefficients in N are defined

[2, Chapter 13] as Extu(i>, N) where U= U(L) is the universal enveloping

associative algebra of L, the structure of the base field $> as [/-module being

given by a supplementation t: [/—><$. We also have present the involution cr

so that we can form K— U+ Ua: we shall show that K has some of the im-

portant properties of U, and will study the effect of replacing U to K.

The properties of U we shall consider are [2, Chapters 10, 13]:

1. The supplementarion e: [/—>$.

2. A homomorphism E of U into U'=U®U* (U* being the algebra anti-

isomorphic to U under the map w—>m*) such that

U -> 4»

El        it,

[/•->[/
P

is a commutative diagram (17 denoting the map a—>al, p the map a®b*—>ab),

i.e. E(I) C J, I being the kernel of e and I that of p.
3. J= Ue-E(I) and Uc is a projective right U module (U° being a right

{/-module under the map (a®b*) -c= (a®b*)E(c) for cE U) so that [2, Theo-

rem IO.6.I], if we make a left [/"-module N into a left [/-module eN by the

map E, then Exty(i>, eN) is isomorphic to Ext]y"(í/, N).

4. There is an "antipodism" (isomorphism) w of U with U* so that

D=wE: U—>BU® [/*—>1®w[/® [/ is a homomorphism (actually an isomor-

phism), called a diagonal map.

Since U is a subalgebra of K, and i/e of Ke = K®K*, we shall use the

same letters as above for the maps involving K. We define the supplementa-

tion e of K onto $ by í(<t) = 1, and e as before on [/, i.e., t(a + 6cr) = e(a) +«(&).

The kernel Io then contains the kernel / of the restriction of e to U: in fact

7o = / + /<r+cI>(l—cr). Since cr(7)=/in [/and i/=<£l+J,o it is clear that e is

a homomorphism of K onto <$.

The map E oí U into ¿7e will be extended to a map K^>K° by setting

£(ff)=<r®<7*: i.e., we let E(a+bo) = £(a)+E(&)((r®(r*). For xELQU,

E(x) =x®l — l®x*. It is easy to check that E(o)E(x) =E(ox) for xEL, and

since L and 1 generate U, £(cr)E(a) =£(<ra) for all aEU. Finally, E is a

homomorphism. E is 1-1 since the homomorphism l®e*: K®K*—>K by

il®é*)ia®b*)=aeib) satisfies (l®e*)£(x) =x, (l®e*)£(<r) =<r, (xG¿) and

so ií®e*)Eik)=kíorkEK.
The kernel J0 of the map K"-+K is the left ideal in Ke generated by the
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elements (k®l — 1 ®k*) and so I o contains J, the kernel of the map [/"—>[/.

We show first that Jo = Ke-E(h): Io = I+I<r+$(l-o) = I+o-I+$(l-a); it

is known that E(I)QJGJo, thus E(aI)=E(a)E(I)GJo also, since Jo is a

left ideal, and finally E(l-cr) = l®l*-cr<g><7* = (o®l)(o®l*-l®o*)GJ.

Thus E(Io)GJo and JoZ)Ke-E(I0). Conversely, we have to show ¿®1

-l®k*GK°-E(I0) for kGK. Let k = a+ba, k®l-i®k* = (a®l-l®a*)
+ (ba ® 1 - 1 ® (ba)*). (a ® 1 - 1 ® a*) G J = U'-E(I) C K'-E(h).
(ba ® 1 - 1 ® (bo)*) = (bo ® 1 - 1 ® a*b*) = (b ® l)(tr ® 1 - 1 ® a*)
+ (i®a*)(b®i-i®b*). Since (o®l-i®o*) = (a®i)E(l-o)GK°E(Io),

k®i-\®k*GK'-E(h) also. Next, K% is right X-projective (K% denoting

K' as right iC-module under the map E): to show this we first define the iso-

morphism co of K and K* by co(cr) = <r* and, on U, (if XiGL), u(xi • • • xp)

= (-l)"(x* ■ • ■ x*) so that co(o+¿><r)=co(a)+co(e)co(cr), so that D = (\®o))E

is an isomorphism of K into K®K. ((l®o))(a®b*) = a®u(b*)). Then Kg as

right X-module is isomorphic to (K®K)d and D(x) =x®l + i®x for xGL,

D((j)=(j®<r. (U®U)d is a free right [/-module [2, Chapter 13, Proposition

4.1] with a basis consisting of monomials mi=(xi®i) ■ • ■ (x„®l), {xi} a

basis for L (since U®U=U(L®L) and the subalgebra {x®l + l®x} of

L@L has a basis of the form {x»®l + l®a;¿}, while these elements together

with the {¡t,-®l} form a basis for L®L). In fact we may also assume that

x" — o(Xi)= +Xi, and so, in K®K, mi(o®<j)= +(o®o)mi.

Since K= U+oU, K®K is the vector space direct sum U®U(B(<r®o)U

®U®(<r®l)U®U®(l®o)U®U. Since U® ¿7= £©»*<• U as right [/-

module, U® U+(o®a)U® U= ^(Bmi-K is a free right if-module with gen-

erators w<: first, the w¡ are generators since (o®o)mi= ±mi(o®cr)= ±mi-a

= ±niiD(o), and if 2m,-¿¿ = ^lmiD(ki) =0 for kiGK, ki = ai+obi then
0= J^miD(ai)±((r®a)miD(bi)GU®U®(<T®o-)(U®U) and so YimiD(ai)

= 0= ^miD(b¡). But since the mí¿ are a basis for (U®U)d, D(a^)=D(bi)

= D(ki) =0. In the same way, the elements (a®\)mi are a basis for (a® 1)[/

®U®(l®o)U® U. Thus CK<g>iT)D is right Z-free.

Thus, by [2, Chapter 10, Theorem 10.6.1] we have

Theorem 2.1. If A is any left K"-module, so that eA is a left K-module, then

Extx^, eA) is isomorphic to Ext^-rí, .4).

Corollary 2.1. Let M, N be left K-modules, then ExtKM, N) is isomorphic

to Extx(<í>, Hom*(M, N)).

[Hom*(M, N) is a left i£-module under (cr • h) (m) = ah(o(m)) and (x • h) (m)

= x-h(m)—h(x-m) forx£Z,.]

Proof. The above definition of íT=Hom*(M, N) as left X-module is the

same as starting with H as left Ke module in the usual way :(k-h) (m) = k ■ h(m),

(h ■ k) (m) = h(k • m) and then making it into the left .iv-module EH. Then,

Extx($, eH) is isomorphic to ¥.xt\'(K, H) and, by [2, Chapter 9, Corollary

4.4], Extl'Cfv, Hom^M, N)) is isomorphic to ExtnK(M, N).
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Next, we note that K is projective, even free, as left (or right) [/-module,

since K= U+Ua= U+<r[/.Therefore, for any left [/-module A, Tor%(K, A)

= 0 for m>0, and so, by [2, p. 118] we have the isomorphism

(2.1) Ext%K(K®uA,C)~Extu(A,C),

for any left iT-module C. In particular, let A =$> as left [/-module: then

K®u$= U®u$+<rU®u$ = i®u$+o-®v®- At this point we employ the ele-

ments e = (l+<r)/2,/=(l—<r)/2 which are orthogonal idempotents in K with

sum 1; then K®u$ — e®u$®f®u$ (direct sum as left X-modules). e®u$ is

isomorphic to "ï» as left if-module as defined before (i.e., with a acting as the

identity) under the map e®ua—>a, while <r(S®ua) = —f®ua (since <r/= —/)

so that/®!/«!?, which will be denoted by <f- with S®ua denoted by a, is iso-

morphic to <£ as left [/-module but a acts as — 1 on it. Then (2.1) becomes

(2.1')      Extu(4», C) ~ Extx(4>, C) ® Extx(f>-, C)       for any left tf-module C.

We now proceed to construct a specific resolution of $> as left iC-module.

We start with the usual resolution of <£ as [/-module.

(2.2) • • --^U® An-4[/® A„_!-> • • •-► [/A 4»-► 0

where A is the exterior algebra on the vector space L, A„ the subspace of

homogeneous elements of degree n of A, and

n

dHia ® xi A • • • A xn) = X) (-l)i+iaxi ® Xi A • • ■ A *< A • • • A xn
(2.3) <_i

+ Z (- 0'+/<* ® [*<**] A *i A • • • A Ai A • • • A */ A • • • A *».

Following the reasoning [2, Chapter 6, §4] leading to (2.1) and (2.1'), we

form the left iC-modules Yn = K®u(U®An)~K®An and K®u$^$®^.

Since Yn = K®uXn and the Xn are a [/-projective resolution of <£ with the

differentiation dn of (2.3), if we extend d» to the Ynby dn(k®uxn) =k®u(dnxn),

the Y„ with this differentiation will be a if-projective resolution of K®u$

(since K is [/-projective). Writing Yn as K®An we see that dn is given by the

formula (2.3) again (but a, in (2.3), being now an element of K). The map

K= Yo—>K®u$ is given by cr—>er®t/l, a-^t(a) for aEU.

The direct sum decomposition K®u$=&®$~ will now be extended to

a direct sum decomposition (as ¿i-module) K ® uXn = Yn = F„+ ® Yn~ such

that the Fn+ (with differentiation induced by d„) form a ¿C-projective resolu-

tion of $, and the F„- of $"". We set

F„+ = {a ® X„ + ao- ® X, | a G E7, K E A„}

= (ÜTe ® A.+) © (KS ® A.-)
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where X—>X" is the automorphism of A induced by the automorphism a of L,

and An+ = {X„ G A„|x; = Xn}, A„- = {X„ G A„|X£ = - X„} (recall that
e=(l+ff)/2,/=(l-ff)/2). Similarly,

F„- = {a <8> X„ - a<r ® \n | a G U, X„ 6 An}

= (Ke ® A»-) © (if/ ® A»+).

To show that d»(Fn+) C F(„_d+ and ¿(F»-) C Y(n-ir we note that, if we write

(a®X„) o for ao®\l(aG U, X„GA„) then dn satisfies

(2.5) dn[(a ® \„)-<r] = [dn(a ® X„)]-o-,

therefore

dn(a ®Xn + aa® \'n) = dn(a ® X„ + (a ® X„) -a)

= ¿„(a ® X„) + (dn(a ® Xn))-cr G F(n_i)+.

The map Fo = ii onto K®u$=$(B$r~ = e®v$(Bf®u$ is given by

o—»<r®t/l, and a—>e(a)-l for aGt7. Thus e = (l—<r)/2—»etgit/lG*, and

/—>/®t/l in 4>~. This map therefore sends F0+ onto <i>, F<r onto 3>~, and its

kernel in F0+ is 6Íi(Fi+) and similarly for F0_.

Finally, the Fn+ furnish a projective resolution of $ as left X-module, and

the F„- of i>~.
Let now A7 be a left .iv-module, and let

C   = Homx (Yn, N),       C+ = HomK (Fn+, N),       C_ = Homjc (F„-, N)

so that O = Cl © C^. The map dn then induces a map 5": C*-^C*+\ Cn+-*Cn++1,

CL-+CL . It is clear that C*, for n 2:1, may be identified with the vector space

of all multilinear alternating functions of n variables in L with values in N,

while C\ consists of those functions / which satisfy the additional condition

(2.6) f(x\, ■ ■ ■ , x"n) = o-(f(xu ■ ■ ■ , xa))

and similarly the fGCl satisfy/(xf, • • • , a£)= —<r(/(xi, • • ■ , x„)).
We let Z\ Z\, Zl be the kernels of 5" in C", C\, Cl respectively, also

Bn, B+, Bn_ the images of S"-1, and H*, Í/+, HI be the quotient spaces Zn/B*,

Z\/B\, Zl/Bl respectively. Thus H* = IIl@Hn_. H"+, which we shall denote

also by H".(L, N), is thus obtained by taking those functions/on m variables

, which are cocycles for the usual coboundary operator and satisfy in addition

(2.6), modulo the coboundaries of functions satisfying (2.6) with m —1 for n

(or, equivalently, modulo those coboundaries which satisfy (2.6)).

Next we consider interpretations of the groups H\ (L, N) for n — 0, 1 and 2.

H\=H°+ (L, N) = HomK(Ke, A0/Homx(<ï>, N) consists of the subspace of

N+ = eN of elements n such that [x, n] = 0 for all xGL, i.e. the submodule of

invariants of N+.
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H\.=H\(L, N) consists of those derivations S oí L into A7 such that

S(<x(x))=o(S(x)), modulo inner derivations of the form S(x) = [x, n] with

nEN+ = eN.

Another interpretation of H\ is in terms of extensions of X-modules

modulo inessential extensions: if N, N' are üC-modules and £ an extension

of N by N', i.e., 0—»A7'—>'£—»"A7—>0 is exact, then the group (as defined in

[2, Chapter 14]) of such extensions £ modulo the inessential extensions, is

isomorphic to Extx(A/, N'), which, by Corollary 2.2, is isomorphic to

H\(L, Hom*(A/, N')) = Ext^(*, Hom*(/V", N')).
The group H%(L, N) is connected with extensions of Lie algebras with

involution, i.e., extensions 0—*N—**£—*pL—»0 such that N, E, L are all Lie

algebras with involution 0 (N being an abelian ideal in £) and i, p commute

with <r. Such an extension £ yields a 2-cocycle gEZ%(L, N): choose a linear

map q of L into £ such that qa = oq and pq(l) =1 for IEL (a "linear inverse"

to p), and let g(x, y) = [q(x), q(y)]-q([x, y]) for x, yEL. Then g(x", y')

= og(x, y) and bg = Q. Any other choice of a map q satisfying these conditions

would merely alter g by the addition of an element of B\(L, N).

Conversely, given gEZ\(L, N) one can construct an extension £ as the

vector space direct sum E = N®L, with multiplication

[(»1 © x), («2 © y)] = ([«j, y] - [«2, x] + gix, y)) © [x, y]

and involution tr(wffix) = <r(w) ®cr(x). Then £ is a Lie algebra with involution,

and the maps i: w—>«©0, p: (n®x)-^x of N—>£, E-^L, commute with a.

One can then verify that the correspondence g<-*E gives a 1-1 correspond-

ence between H\iL, N) and the equivalence classes of extensions £ of L by

N (as Lie algebras with involution) ; the zero element of H\iL, N) corresponds

to the class of inessential extensions E, i.e., those for which there is a Lie

algebra homomorphism q of L into N such that qo = oq and pqQ) =1 for IEL.

3. Cohomology of Lie triple systems. Let T be a Lie triple system, M a

T-module. We define the wth cohomology group of T with coefficients in M,

HniT, M) as the group i/"(L„(r), Ms) defined in the previous section, where

LuiT) is the universal enveloping Lie algebra of T and Ms is the standard

extension of M, and the involution a acts on LuiT) and on Ms as explained

in §1. Thus H\iT, M) = Ext^C^, M,) and is a direct summand of the ordinary

nth cohomology group iin(Lu(r), Ms).

We start by examining the 0th, 1st, and 2nd cohomology groups for

arbitrary T and M, making no assumption on the dimension of T and M as

vector spaces over the field $ or on the characteristic of $ (except the stand-

ing assumption that the characteristic is not two); at the end of the section

we specialize to finite-dimensional semi-simple Tand $ of characteristic zero,

and obtain the analogues of the two Whitehead lemmas.

As shown in §2, íZ+(Lu(7j, M,) consists of the invariants of iMe)+ = eM,

= [T, M]: by the definition of M„ however, the only such invariant is zero.

Thus H°iT, M) = (0) for all T, M.
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We define a derivation D of T into M as a linear transformation satisfying

(3.1) D([x, y, z]) = [D(x), y, z] + [x, D(y), z] + [x, y, D(z)].

([a, b, c] denotes [[a&]c] = [c[i>o]] whenever it is permissible to use the opera-

tion [ab].) Equivalently, D is a derivation of T into M if and only if the map

h: x-*x(BD(x) of Tinto the semi-direct sum E = T@Mis an isomorphism into

E.

Proposition 3.1. Every Lie triple system derivation D of T into M can be

extended uniquely to a Lie algebra derivation D0 of LU(T) into M, such that

DoO = <jDo\ conversely, every Lie algebra derivation Do of LU(T) into M, satisfy-

ing Doo = oD0 induces a Lie triple system derivation of T into M. Dois inner if

and only if D has the form

(3.2) D(t) = £ [t, [U, mi]], ti GT,miG M.
i

Proof. Let G = LV(T) ©M. (semi-direct sum) and G_= T®M, G+= [T, T]

© [ T, M ] so that G = G_ © G+. Let D be a derivation of T into M, h : t-*t © D (t)

the corresponding homomorphism of T into E=T®M. Since LU(T) is the

universal Lie algebra of T and since h is a homomorphism of T into the Lie

algebra G = E® [T, E], h can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism ho of

LU(T) into G.

Since h(t) — tGMfor tGT, and since h0 is a homomorphism of Lie algebras,

ho([tu ti])-[h,ti]G[T, M] îortiGT, and so h0(l)-IGM@[T, M] = M, for
IGLU(T). Thus ho(l) = l®Do(l)GLu(T)®M, and Do is a derivation of LU(T)
into M. which agrees with D on T. Since D0(T)QM, Da([T, T])Q[T, M],

and oDo = Do<r. Do is uniquely determined by D since T generates LU(T).

Conversely, it is clear that any Do satisfying D0o = oDo maps T into M and

so induces a Lie triple system derivation of T into M.

Finally, let D0 be inner: D0(l)= [l, n] where n = n-®n+GM®[T, M].

Taking l = tGTand using the fact that Do<r = aDo, we find that [t, m_] = 0 and

D0(t) = [t, n+] (so that D0(l) = [l, n+] for all IGLU(T) also). But n+, being in

[T, M], has the form ]£, ['»> m<]< an(^ so -^(0 =-«9o(0 satisfies (3.2). The con-

verse is clear. Thus the proof is complete.

A Lie triple system derivation is called iMMer if it satisfies (3.2). Thus

Proposition 3.1, together with the considerations of §2, yields

Theorem 3.1. The group Hl(T, M) is isomorphic to the group of derivations

of T into M modulo the subgroup of inner derivations.

Next we consider algebra extensions and the second cohomology group.

Let E, T be Lie triple systems, p a homomorphism of E onto T with ker-

nel M: thus 0—>M—>\E—*PT—>0 is exact, i denoting the injection. We shall

always assume that, if x, y, zGE, [x, y, z] = 0 if any two of x, y, z are in M:

then M is a T-module in the natural way. All such extensions E of T by M
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(Af being a T-module) may be consf cted by means of factor sets/(x, y, z),

which are alternating tri-linear maps of TXTXT into M satisfying certain

identities: as vector space £ = M® T, and the multiplication in £ is given by

(3.3) [(0 © h), (0 © t2), (0 © /,)] = f(h, h, t,) © [h, h, h]

together with the T-module structure of M. Thus / has to satisfy certain

identities obtained from the multilin ar identities (1.1)—(1.3) ; further, each

of these identities consists of sums of lonomials which are of first degree in/,

so that the factor sets form a vector space over the base field. We shall show

that the group (actually vector space) of factor sets modulo the subgroup

(subspace) of trivial factor sets is isomorphic to the second cohomology group

H2(T, M): the trivial factor sets aie defined to be those associated with

inessential extensions £, i.e., those extensions for which there exists a Lie

triple system homomorphism q of T into £ such that pq(t) =t for tE T; equiv-

alently, a factor set /is trivial if there is a linear map h of Tinto Ai such that

(3.4) f(h, t2, h) = h([h, h, h]) - [/:(/,), h, t3] + [h(tt), h, h] - [h, h, h(lt)]

(see [9]).

Theorem 3.2. The group H2(T, M) is isomorphic to the group of factor sets

of T into M modulo the subgroup of trivial factor sets.

Proof. We shall associate extensions of Lie triple systems to extensions of

Lie algebras with involution, and then use the correspondence between the

latter and elements of H\(LU(T), Af,) =H2(T, M) discussed in §2. The main

step is:

Lemma. Let 0—>Af—>*£—>pT—*0 be an extension of T by M. Then there exists

an extension of Lie algebras with involution 0—»Af,—»^G—>poLu(T)—»0 of LU(T)

by M, such that the following diagram is commutative (j denoting injections) :

i        p
0-»Af -* £-^r->o

1;     ïj   ij
0-*Af.-» G -»z,u(r)-»o.

Proof. The homomorphism p oí E onto T induces a homomorphism p' oí

Lu(£) onto L»iT) which commutes with a. We show first that the kernel of

p' is the ideal 1= M+ [£, M] in £«(£) generated by M. We will then define

G as the quotient of LuiT) by another ideal JQI such that I/J is isomorphic

to M,.
It is clear that I=M+[E, Af]Ckernel of p' since AfCkernel of p'. On

the other hand, the natural homomorphism r of L„(£) onto £„(£)// induces

a homomorphism of £ into £„(£)// and maps M into zero, thus r can be fac-

tored through LuiT),
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L»(E)

r/ \p'

LU(E)/I¿-LU(T)

r = qp'. Thus kernel of p'C. kernel of r = I, and so kernel of p' = I. (Since

o(I) = I, a also acts on LU(E)/I so that ra = or. Since p'o = op' and p' is onto,

qa = oq also.)

We now define the ideal J in LU(E) as /= {xG [E, M]\ [x, a] =0 for all

aGE}. Since [/, E] = 0 and E generates LU(E), [J, Lu(E)] = 0. Also, <r(x) =x

for all xGJ, and so J(~\E = (0).
Let G = LU(E)/J, and j the natural homomorphism of LU(E) onto G. j is

1-1 on E, and so may be regarded as an inclusion map on E. G is also a Lie

algebra with involution a and aj=jo, since o(J) — J in LU(E). Since JC-[, the

projection />' of LU(E) onto LU(T) induces a homomorphism />0 (also commut-

ing with <r) of G onto LU(T): poj = p on LU(E). JZ)[M, M] since [x, y, z] = 0

in E whenever two of x, y, z are in M, so [K^O. j(M) ] = 0 in G. The kernel A7

of Po is j(I) =j(M® [E, M]) =j(M) © [j(E), j(M)].
Let q be a 1-1 linear map of T—*E such that pq(t)=t for iGT, then

E = M@q(T) as vector space, so j(E) =j(M)@jq(T). The kernel of po may

then be written as N=j(M)@[j(E), j(M)]=j(M)®[jq(T), j(M)], since

[j(M),j(M)] = 0.
N may be considered as LU(T) module by [t, n] = [jq(t), n] (this is inde-

pendent of the choice of q since \j(M), j(M)] = 0 and [[MO, j(m)], j(m')]

=j([q(t), m, m']) = 0). The induced structure on j(M) as Lie triple system

module for T is then isomorphic to M as T-module, under the map

m^>j(m): [j(m), jq(t), jq(t')] =j([m, t, /']). We have to show N is isomorphic

to M, as LU(T) module.

Since N=j(M)®[jq(T), j(M)]=j(M)®[T, j(M)], there is an LU(T)

homomorphism of Nonto M, taking j(m)-J>m, [j(m), t]—*[m, t]. To show this

map is 1-1, we suppose that ^[j(mi), ti]—>^[w,-, i,] = 0 (the map being

known to be 1-1 on j(M)). Then ^[mt, ti, /]=0 in M for all tGT, and, in

E, X)[™¿> 2('í). 3(0] =0. Thus X)[mî,-, q(U)]GJ (since £[[w¿- q(ti)], m]=0

automatically for mGM), and, applying/, ^\j(nii),jq(ti)]= ^[j(mi), /¿]=0

in G.
Finally, it is clear that the given diagram is commutative if j also denotes

the inclusion of T into LU(T). This concludes the proof of the lemma.

To each factor set g of LU(T) into M. satisfying g(<r(x), o(y)) =og(x, y)

(i.e., element of Z%(LU(T), M,)) we shall assign a factor set/=a(g) as follows:

from g we construct an extension G of LU(T) by M, as in the last section:

G = M,®LU(T) as vector space, the involution is <r(n®x)=o(n)®o(x), and

the multiplication is determined by: [0©x, 0ffiy] = g(x, y)ffi[x, y]. Thus

E = M © TCG. We then have the exact sequence 0-*Af.-*iG-->»,Zu(r)->0, and

(by restricting the map i to M, p to E = T® M) the exact sequence 0—>M—»*E
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—*PT—»0, i.e., we also have an extension £ of T by Af. The multiplication in

£ = Af ffi T is determined by

(3.5) [[0 © h, 0 © h], 0 © t3] := /(/i, /2, *3) © [[ti, ti], h]

where

(3.6) f(ii, h, t3) = [g(li, tO, h] + g([h, h], h).

In short, f=a(g) is determined by (3.6). It is then clear that a is a linear

map of Z\(Lu(T), Af,) into the space F of factor sets/ of T into Af.

If the factor set g is trivial, i.e., EB\(LU(T), Af,) then, in terms of the

extension G—*PLU(T), there is a Lie algebra homomorphism q of LU(T) into G

such that pq(l) = I for IELU(T), and qo = oq. Thus g maps T into £ and so the

factor set/ is also trivial. Explicitly, if q(l) =h(l)®l where hEC\(Lu(T), Af,)

then / satisfies (3.4) with this function h.

Conversely, suppose f=a(g) and / is trivial. Using the extensions G of

Lu(T) by Af, and £ of T by Af just described, we have a homomorphism of

Lie triple systems q of T into £ such that pqit) =t for /£ T. Since LuiT) is the

universal Lie algebra of T, and q is a homomorphism of T into the Lie alge-

bra G, g can be extended to a homomorphism go of LU(T) into G. Since

io(T)CE, Qo([T, T])C[E, E] and so g0cr = o-g0. Finally, pqo(t)=t for tET,

and so £go is the identity on LU(T). Thus g is also a trivial factor set.

Finally, the map a is onto F: given fEF, we construct an extension £ of T

by Af with this factor set, i.e., we find a linear inverse q of p such that/(/i, t2, t3)

= [[i(h), ü(tt)], g(¿3)] — i([ti, k], h]). By the lemma, we can construct a cor-

responding extension G of LU(T) by Af, such that the projection po of G onto

LU(T) agrees with p on £. Then g can be extended to a linear inverse go of po,

mapping T into £, [T, T] into [£, £]. If g(x, y) = [g0(x), go(y)]-go([*, y])

then/(/i, t2, t3)= [g(ti, t2), t3]+g([ti, t2], t3) sof = a(g). Thus a is an isomor-

phism of H\(LU(T), Af,) onto the group of factor sets of T into Af modulo

trivial factor sets.

For the rest of this section we shall specialize to $ of characteristic zero

and finite-dimensional T and Af. The radical of T can then be defined (see

[9]) as the maximal solvable ideal (an ideal I being a subspace such that

[/, T, T] CI, and solvable meaning that the series 7(0) = 1,7(n+l) = [T, /<">, /<"> ]

terminates with zero). If the radical is zero, T is called semi-simple, and this

condition is exactly equivalent to LU(T) being semi-simple. If T is semi-

simple, it is a direct sum of simple ideals 7\- and LU(T) is the direct sum of

the Lu(Ti). If T is simple, then either LU(T) is a simple Lie algebra and T

is not isomorphic to a Lie algebra considered as Lie triple system, or else T is

isomorphic to a simple Lie algebra L considered as Lie triple system and

Lu(T)—L®L with involution o(a®b) =b®a: in other words, LU(T) is simple

when considered as Lie algebra with involution, i.e., it has no proper self-

adjoint ideals.
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Theorem 3.3. Let T be a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie triple system

over a field of characteristic zero, M a finite-dimensional module. Then Hl(T, M)
= 0 = H2(T, M).

Proof. LU(T) is finite-dimensional and semi-simple and M, is finite-

dimensional, thus ID(LU(T), Ma)=0 = H2(Lu(T), M,). But Hn+(LU(T), M.)

= H*(T, M) is a direct summand of H"(LU(T), M,), and so is also zero for

m = 1, 2.

Corollary. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3.3, every derivation

of T into M is inner, and every factor set of T into M is trivial.

As shown in [9], the statement on factor sets for semi-simple T can be

used to prove the Levi decomposition for any finite dimensional Lie triple

system E: E = T+R, T semi-simple, R the radical. The Malcev-Harish-

Chandra uniqueness theorem for the Levi decomposition is easy to prove: it

states that, if E= Ti+R= T2+R, Ti semi-simple, then 7\ is carried onto

Ti by an automorphism of E of the form exp(Ad z), zG[E, i?]Cradical of

LU(E), i.e., the automorphism is

x —> x + £ [uí, Vi, x]-\-J2 [ui, »,-, ([uj, Vj, x]) + • ■ ■ for «¿ G E, », G R-

Such automorphisms form a group since [E, R] is a subalgebra of LU(E).

Proposition 3.2. If T is finite-dimensional semi-simple over afield of char-

acteristic zero, then every finite-dimensional module M is completely reducible.

Proof. Let M' be a submodule of M ; then Ml can be considered as a sub-

module of Ms and is mapped into itself by a, so that the factor module

P = Ms/'Ml can be also considered as module with involution for LU(T). The

sequence of ^-modules 0-+MÍ —»ioAfs—>P-*0 splits, since

Ext¿(P, M.) ca hI(Lu(T), Hom*(P, M.)) = 0,

and so there is a homomorphism of M¡ onto Ml inverse to i0 and commuting

with a. This homomorphism maps Monto M', so M' has a complement in M.

We can say something about the third cohomology group in case the mod-

ule M=<£ (with the elements of T being zero-operators) so that M„=$ also:

Theorem 3.4. Let T be simple and finite-dimensional over an algebraically

closed field <P of characteristic zero. Then H3(T, <£) ii either zero or one-dimen-

sional, according as LU(T) is simple or not.

Proof. If Lu(T) is simple, then HS(LU(T), 4>) is one-dimensional and

spanned by the class of the cocycle/(x, y, z) =B([x, y], z) where B(x, y) is the

invariant symmetric bilinear form tr(Ad x Ad y) on LU(T) (see [8]). Since cr

is   an   automorphism,   Ad(<rx) =<r-Ad x-cr-1   so   B(ox, oy)=B(x,   y)    and
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/(«c, cry.crz) =/(*, y, z) = -<r/(x, y, z), so that/eZ3_(£u(r),$) and ä5.(L„(D,*)
= 0.

Now suppose LU(T) is not simple, and so is the direct sum LiffiZ-2 of sim-

ple ideals mapped onto one another by <r. Denote LU(T) by L. Then the ex-

terior algebra A (L)~A(Li) ®A(L2) (tensorproductof anti-commutative graded

algebras), and so the dual space A*(L)~A*(Li)®A*(Z,2). The cohomology

algebra H(L)~H(Li)®H(L2). Since the L< are simple, Hn(L,)=Hn(Lit *) is

zero-dimensional for re = l, 2, and one-dimensional for n = 0, 3. Thus HZ(L)

= H3(L, <£) is two-dimensional, spanned by the cohomology classes of /i®l*

+ l*®/2 and /i®l* — l*®/2 where the /< are the 3-cocycles of £, described

above and chosen so that/i(X) =/2(crX) for X£A3(Li). Thus for X£A3(Li),

o\EA*(L2), and (/i® 1 * +1 *®/2)(crX) =/2(crX) =/x(X) = (/i®l* + l*®/i)(X) so

/1®1* + 1*®/2GZ3_, and similarly fi®\*-\*®f2EZ\. Thus H3(T, $)
= H+(LU(T), $) is one-dimensional.
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